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About This Game

Susan is back again in the middle of problems of epic proportions deep in the Lost Lands. Weather cataclysm, mythical
creatures, ancient legends - these and more stands before the main hero of the Lost Lands.

"Lost Lands: Ice Spell" is a fantasy-world adventure game with lots of hidden-objects, mini-games and puzzles to solve.

The cold has come to the Lost Lands in the middle of the summer. Folk are hiding inside, trying to warm their homes. All the
living is frozen, all the flowers are gone, the crops are dead and the birds are running for their lives. Old people say: "The spirit

of the Frozen Mountains has awoken..."
But nobody expects the reason be dug deep in the ancient history of the Lost Lands, when the world was young. And yet an

ancient force was awaken by the common from our world.
Wizard Maaron has called upon the only link between both worlds - Susan.

Explore over 50 stunning locations
Complete over 40 fun and challenging mini-games

Challenge yourself with interactive hidden object scenes and original puzzles
Assemble collections, gather morphing objects, and gain achievements
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Completed in about 3 hours. The platforming bit is only a small part of the game: most of it is about exploring what is being
measured and how to exploit those measures (metrics) to pass each level. It's occasionally frustrating when you nothing you do
seems to affect the metrics, and experimentation was required. Also lack of a "button reminder" in the menus left me stuck
trying to remember the keys for 5 minutes.

Altogether though, it was very fun to play through, and after figuring out what each bar measured, the puzzles were very
satisfying to solve.. best game i ever playes, i alomost don wanna dioe now ������������. what a shame game looks so dam cool but
its not unless you like shootign enemies off screen you can walk the hole screen and shoot the enemy who you cannot even see
because hes not in the screen yet this is a shame go wait for your cat to fart its more exciting than this. Where are all the
Scenarios? I purchased and it installed, there are 0 Scenarios. No career Scenarios, no Standard Scenarios. Requesting refund..
First of all I just want to make a disclaimer this is not a review, this is a list of things I want added to the game.

The game is currently lacking in content, I beat the main campaign in about 20 minutes.
I would like some of the levels to be a little bit harder.
The level maker is quite unpolished and has a bulky ui I think it should be improved
I think that endless mode should have some sort of random generation. However I'm not sure this is possible. I have also had
some crashing problems lately with this game, and would like to see that fixed.

I think this game has a lot of potential and I am excited to see where it will head.. Game of Thrones meets Redwall.. how do
jump?. Mascot trasure hunting is not terrible.
I really want to be able to jump.
The pace of the game is very slow and where the dragon faces seems a little random.
Not terrible, not great.

https:\/\/youtu.be\/CwucBP-tT14
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Wow this is terrible. I am such a huge Neil Gaiman fan that even when I read other reviews marking this as terrible I bought it
anyway. I'm not sure what happened here. How did they make such an insufferable game? I made it through exactly 17 painful
minutes of repeatedly clicking on the same highlighted ghostable items in a room listening to the same annoying sound effects
over and over in order to slowly fill up a scare bar made of skulls so that it would beat that level before utterly giving up on this
game. I wish steam had a refund policy. This could have been a sandwich or a terry pratchett novel. I wasted this $10. Don't do
like I did. You could just open a screenshot of the game, put on a halloween music playlist, and click on one spot of the image
for 10 minutes and imagine yourself to have beat that level instead of playing this game. It would be as interesting and less
annoying.. Very intense action. Excellent value for the money. This DLC is worth every penny.. I still do not have the code
. Good casual play, recommend getting a light gun with it.. cannot play it waste of money havent got a refund. For 1.50 you get
the chance to feel your childhood again.. Love horror games or not this is not a game that should be played. I wasted 99 cents on
a game instead of something from the dollar menu.

This isn't really a game its a walking simulator that is just that WALKING. Theres jump scares I guess that is what it tried to do.
The game isn't scary at all that even markaplier couldn't do his over the top oh ghod I'm scaried!!1!11!!! melodramatic over the
top horrible acting to make the game seem scared. I was bored to death walking can they send an update to make running seem
like running to spead up the game? Also I would love an update that once you beat it the studio sends you a $5 steam credit code
so you can actually by a REAL actual game.. Took a chance on this DLC since there was no preview for it, but I must say, I'm
very impressed with the quality of this work. Well worth the money and will for sure be using this in my main project.. I can't
really add much to the other reviews, except this observation. I have 57 friends who own this game. Yes, that's a lot, but one
thing I notice is that the number of them that have played this game for more than an hour is only a very tiny proportion of that.
The list of played time reads: 0.1, 0.1, 0.1, 0.2, 0.1, 0.1, then maybe a 5.8 scattered in there, then a whole bunch more 0.1's and
0.2's. To me, that isn't really acceptable. Not many other games that I own show that pattern.

As for what would explain it, I think the thing is, people play it a little bit, and realize how simple it is, and it doesn't seem to be
getting more complex. The levels are repetitive, and sure there are a ton of them, and there is some variation in gameplay
eventually with the balls of paint and so on, but it isn't varied *enough* to be engaging. A lot of people play the game for a few
minutes and figure they've seen everything this game has to offer. I was one such person, years ago someone bought me this
game as a gift, and I played a few minutes and that's it. Now later I'm returning to it just to make sure the gift was not in vain,
that maybe there's more to this game than hundreds of repetitive levels that vary in only a tiny way from one another. But nope,
I gave it another hour, and it's still repetitive.

I'm still positive about the game though, and believe it's worth trying just for its novelty value. This is still a positive review, just
with a very large caveat that if you play it for a short while, and think you've seen everything this game has to offer, you are
mostly right. Chances are if you buy this game you will play it for 0.1 or 0.2 hours only. But that can be okay, not every game
needs to occupy you for 20+ hours -- and this game *can* do that, but only if you can stand repetition. I'd recommend this game
just on the basis of its experimental nature though, it's worth playing a wide variety of games, especially offbeat ones like this. I
see this game as an experiment, and a semi-successful but also semi-unsuccessful one. It probably *could* be made more varied
and engaging, perhaps in a sequel, but it would take a lot more work to do so.. A rare gem of a tower defense game. ARM uses a
similar tower defense formula that was made popular by games like Kingdom Rush, but expands on it with a large tech tree,
large variation of enemies, an almost "starcraft" like sci fi universe, and wraps it up with solid graphics, music, and interface.
Want a cherry on that sundae? ARM is rare again for its ability to actually be difficult. The tech tree is so large and so varied
that you'll find yourself strategically planning your build orders differently for each scenario.

This goes along some of my favorite tower defense games of all time. Excellent amount of content at the $6 retail price, with
exceptional replay value for the genre. I'm a fan.
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